
Whether you use Java or  
.NET, you can count on SAP® 
Crystal solutions to give you 
the flexible reporting and 
dashboard functionality your 
organization needs. For nearly 
20 years, over a million devel-
opers have used SAP Crystal 
Reports® software as their 
report development tool of 
choice, helping to make SAP 
Crystal Reports the de facto 
standard in enterprise report-
ing around the world. Now, 
you can embed the most pow-
erful reporting into your appli-
cations with the least amount 
of time and effort. Take your 
applications to the next level 
with dashboard integration, 
business intelligence report-
ing, and SAP Crystal Server 
software.
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Royalty-Free Redistribution of the 
Runtime Engine

our flexibility extends beyond the technol-
ogy to the licensing model. The runtime 
engine can be freely used within your 
organization for both client and server 
applications. External redistribution of 
client applications is free, while redistrib-
uting server applications requires the 
royalty-free runtime server license.

let’s face it. Most applica-
tion developers would  
rather stick a fork in their 
eye than spend time devel-
oping reports. Yes, reports 
are important – they provide 
end users with the informa-
tion and metrics they need  
– but reports are supplemen-
tary to the main event, which 
is your own application.

The SAP® Crystal Reports® software 
team gets that. So for close to 20 years, 
our developers have worked to continu-
ally improve the world’s reporting stan-
dard. The result? We’ve made it even 
easier for you, our fellow developer, to 
use our software to embed reporting 
functionality. 

We believe that the ideal developer 
reporting solution should deliver seam-
less support for .NET and Java applica-
tions, flexible data access, consistent 
support for all major browsers, and eco-
nomical licensing. beautiful, readable 
reports should be easy to create with 
precise formatting and stunning visual-
izations. And you shouldn’t have to be  
a brain surgeon to use and deploy your 

reports. SAP Crystal Reports delivers 
on all fronts.

Flexible Reporting Options for 
Application Developers

With flexible product, deployment, and 
licensing offerings, SAP Crystal Reports 
software helps you meet nearly any 
development need. The SAP Crystal 
Reports family of offerings includes an 
embeddable runtime engine and viewer, 
available for both Java and .NET applica-
tions. You can enhance your application 
with the reporting engine, viewer, data 
drivers, and application programming 
interfaces (APis) – all with minimal 
increase to your application’s footprint. 

once you’ve created your embedded 
reports, it’s intuitive to deploy them. 
Java developers work with familiar Java 
archive (JAR) files, and .NET develop-
ers have a choice of Microsoft installer 
(.msi), Microsoft merge modules (.msm), 
or Clickonce installations. Thick client 
and Web applications are supported for 
both Java and .NET.

And if you ever have a question or  
run into any issues, the active SAP 
Crystal Reports developer community 
has your back. get sample code, advice 
on best practices, troubleshooting tips, 
and more on SAP Community Network 
at www.sdn.sap.com/irj/boc.

GEt MAxiMuM rEPortinG with 
MiniMuM Effort
uSE PoWERFul REPoRTiNg ToolS  
dESigNEd FoR dEvEloPERS

The ideal developer report-
ing solution should deliver 
seamless support for .NET 
and Java applications, flexi-
ble data access, consistent 
support for all major brows-
ers, and economical licensing. 
beautiful, readable reports 
should be easy to create with 
precise formatting and stun-
ning visualizations. And you 
shouldn’t have to be a brain 
surgeon to use and deploy 
your reports. SAP Crystal 
Reports delivers on all fronts.
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SAP Crystal Reports, Version for 
Visual Studio .NET 

With SAP Crystal Reports, version  
for visual Studio .NET, you can create 
and integrate presentation-quality reports 
into your applications without having 
to leave the visual Studio development 
environment. (See Figure 1.) This free 
edition of SAP Crystal Reports software 
is designed to let you quickly build inter-
active reports for enterprise, Web, and 
smart client applications that scale to 
meet the demands of end users. You can 
distribute your formatted reports within 

rich-client Windows environments, and 
deliver interactive, graphic reports on 
any device through an XMl Web ser-
vices model. SAP Crystal Reports,  
version for visual Studio .NET, is avail-
able for download at no cost.

Application development in a .NET 
Environment
Key features we’ve designed for the 
Microsoft ASP.NET framework include:
• Windows Presentation Foundation 

(WPF) viewer. integrate SAP Crystal 
Reports into your WPF applications 
with a native WPF viewer.

• Support for read-only RPT files (RPTR). 
The runtime engine supports read-only 
RPT files. These RPTR files are exported 
from SAP Crystal Reports and cannot 
be opened by any report design tool, so 
you have confidence end users won’t 
modify your report design.

The parameter panel allows the end user 
to change parameters without forcing a 
database refresh. This allows for param-
eters to control report formatting, enabling 
a single report to take on multiple views. 
End users can adjust report formatting to 
show and hide report sections as needed, 
allowing you to use a single report tem-
plate for many purposes.
• More control over page size and page 

breaks. You can tune a report for view-
ing online, and you have the ability to 
force a new page after a certain num-
ber of records.

• New APIs to help migrate Report 
Designer Component (RDC) applica-
tions. Section formatting events, field 
mapping events, and methods to get 
the report processing status and force 
the reading of records all help devel-
opers in migrating CoM-based appli-
cations to .NET.

• ReportSource and DataSource  
controls. Make use of controls that are 
part of the simplified tag-based applica-
tion development model provided with 
Microsoft ASP.NET. The ReportSource 
control contains a report that encapsu-
lates the data, and a dataSource con-
trol (such as SqldataSource) contains 
the data itself. Figure 1: Design Reports Without Leaving the Visual Studio Environment
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• Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (XLSX) 
export. Take advantage of the ‘big grid’ 
in Microsoft Excel 2007 and later with 
the ability to export to native XlSX 
format. large reports no longer span 
multiple worksheets.

• Automatic data binding. Eliminate the 
need to call the databind method in the 
code-beside class when binding to a 
file directory path through the Proper-
ties window. 

• Exception event handling. decide 
which error messages to display and 
which to suppress – rather than save 
them to the ASP.NET page.

• CrystalReportPartsViewer. deliver 
strategic pieces of information such 
as a summary, grid, or chart without 
having to display an entire report, while 
still offering the ability to drill down on 
the report through a series of linked 
parts.

Application development in Microsoft 
Windows and on the Web 
Simplify and speed up report develop-
ment with project templates for Microsoft 
visual basic .NET and C# Windows appli-
cations and Web sites, and with a new 
report creation wizard that helps new 
users create reports. You can use smart 
tags to create, open, or edit a report 
from a Web or Microsoft Windows form. 
You can also customize the SAP Crystal 
Reports viewer control to enable error 
reporting for database logins and param-
eter values. Plus, you can use code snip-
pets to add commonly used code and 
shorten coding cycles.

data Access 
Access primary data sources, including 
open database Connectivity (odbC), 
object linking and Embedding database 
(olE db), Ado.NET, idataReader, XMl, 
Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel, and 
file-based data sources. You can also 
access .NET project data, including 
Ado.NET record sets and .NET language-
integrated Query (liNQ) data sources. 

Platform and deployment
SAP Crystal Reports, version for visual 
Studio .NET, supports both 32-bit and 
64-bit architectures using x86 and x64 
CPus made by AMd and intel. This ver-
sion ships with deployment projects that 
enable you to deploy your application  
to target machines. 

Simplify the installation process by 
deploying SAP Crystal Reports runtime 
components with a Microsoft installer 
file (.msi). The Microsoft Windows 
installer allows for smaller deployment 
projects and reduced installation time. 
And with Clickonce deployment, you 
can readily install and update Microsoft 
Windows applications that are pub-
lished to a Web site.

SAP Crystal Reports, Version for 
Eclipse

SAP Crystal Reports, version for Eclipse, 
is a free Java-based reporting solution 
containing: a Java runtime engine; intuitive 
viewers for embedding SAP Crystal 

Reports into both thick-client and Web-
based Java applications; a simple and 
efficient report design tool for authoring 
SAP Crystal Reports within the Eclipse 
software development kit 3.x; and tool-
ing to simplify embedding the SAP 
Crystal Reports runtime engine and 
viewer into both thick-client and Web-
based Java applications. SAP Crystal 
Reports, version for Eclipse, is avail-
able for download at no cost. 

Key Report design Features
With SAP Crystal Reports, version for 
Eclipse, we’ve built flexibility and ease 
of use right into the software. Key fea-
tures include:
• Editable preview. SAP Crystal Reports, 

version for Eclipse, is the only Eclipse 
report designer with editable preview. 
You no longer have to switch back 
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and forth between a layout and a pre-
view window. instead, you can edit your 
report directly in the preview window, 
with live data.

• Extensible editor. Extend and 
enhance the default editor by adding 
your own report wizard, custom tabs, 
and handlers for drag-and-drop events. 
You can gain support for more exten-
sion points, including listeners for open-
ing and saving the report, navigating 

between designer pages, and brows-
ing data.

• Free-form placement. don’t be 
restricted to a tabular format, bound 
to nesting hTMl tables in your report. 
drag and drop report objects exactly 
where you want them to appear in your 
report.

• No SQL knowledge required. The 
SQl query is automatically generated 
based on the database fields added 

to the report, so you don’t need to 
know SQl to design a report.

• Cross-tab reports. design cross- 
tabulated reports so you can easily 
visualize data in a tabular form. 

• Java user function library (UFL) 
support. Access external Java logic 
from within your SAP Crystal Reports 
formulas. With improved support for 
adding Java uFl to a project, it’s even 
easier to add libraries to your project. 
(See Figure 2.)

• Multiple data source support. use 
the visual database pane to create 
links among multiple data sources.

data Access
Access all the major databases – ibM 
db2, MySQl, oracle, and more – directly 
from the Eclipse integrated development 
environment (idE) using Java database 
connectivity (JdbC) and the Eclipse 
data Tools Project (dTP). handwritten 
SQl is supported at design time in the 
report designer. building reports off your 
Java applications is simplified with sup-
port for plain old Java objects (PoJos) 
as a data source. Simply drag and drop 
your Java classes into your report to use 
the class definition in your report design.

Web Project 
Create a Web project that already 
includes all of the required runtime con-
figurations. SAP Crystal Reports helps 
you add a sample database and reports 
to the project.

Figure 2: Adding Libraries in SAP® Crystal Reports® Software, Version for Eclipse
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JSP and Java user Function library 
Wizards
drag and drop a report onto a Java 
server page (JSP) or create a new  
JSP via the context menu of a report. 
Choose a number of different stub 
codes, add parameters to reports, 
change the database at runtime, or 
export directly to PdF without coding.

Expose Java logic to SAP Crystal 
Reports formulas. You can wrap up logic 
in a uFl using this wizard, and your SAP 
Crystal Reports files can access this 
same logic.

improved library Support 
We’ve made it easier to add the SAP 
Crystal Reports runtime environment, 
Java uFl integration, or the XMl driver 
to any new or existing Web applications.

deployment Assistance 
You never have to worry about ensuring 
the proper JdbC drivers are available 
at runtime. When a report is added  
to a project, the tooling will ensure that 
the required runtime libraries are pres-
ent when the application is built.

Parameter Panel and optional  
Parameters 
End users can set and change parame-
ters and filter data in the report – without 
forcing a database refresh. Parameters 
also control report formatting, enabling 
a single report to take on multiple views. 

End users can adjust report formatting 
to show and hide report sections as 
needed, allowing a single report template 
to be used for many purposes.

Parameter Prompting in the JSP Report 
viewer 
End users benefit from an intuitive, Flash-
based prompting user interface, which 
makes it easier for them to search for 
the prompt values they want.

SAP Crystal Reports viewer Software 
for JSP generation 
The JSP code-generation dialog simpli-
fies the creation of JSP based on an SAP 
Crystal Reports document. 

Eclipse Not Required
The runtime JAR files are available sepa-
rately, so any Java integrated development 
environment can be used for report 
integration.

Adding Runtime for Java Archive Files
improved Eclipse idE tooling supports 
adding the JAR libraries for SAP Crystal 
Reports. JAR libraries are necessary 
for runtime support for: report viewing 
in Java projects; Web services and XMl 
drivers for SAP Crystal reports; and  
for Java uFls that enable SAP Crystal 
Reports formulas to call out to Java code.

Comprehensive SdK
The Java software development kit 
(SdK) for SAP Crystal Reports enables 

full report creation and modification; 
activation of custom code on various 
report events such as opening, saving, 
and modification; and support for Java 5 
generics to reduce the amount of cast-
ing required.

if you ever have a ques-
tion or run into any  
issues, the active SAP 
Crystal Reports devel-
oper community has 
your back. get sample 
code, advice on best 
practices, troubleshoot-
ing tips, and more  
on SAP Community 
Network.
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SAP Crystal Reports 2011

Make the most of your .NET or Java 
runtime engine by designing your reports 
with SAP Crystal Reports 2011 software. 
This comprehensive report design tool 
saves time, adds additional functionality 
to your report, and can access additional 
data sources. (See Figure 3.)

More Productivity
Spend less time creating and integrating 
reports with:

• An editable preview panel that allows 
you to edit reports while viewing it with 
data1

• RPTR files that protect your report 
designs from downstream modifications

• Custom report templates to reuse 
common design patterns

• A repository for component reuse
• A workbench tool helps to manage 

projects
• Extension points for custom toolbar 

buttons
• Multilingual report design 

More Report Functionality
Add end-user report interactivity with:
• Embedded Flash objects that allow 

interactive visualizations to be combined 
with your report data

• Custom rows and columns in 
cross-tabs

• built-in bar-code support
• Ability to save export options within 

the report so you don’t have to train 
end users on how to export

• Report alerts and geographic maps
• on-report sort controls2

• interactive parameter panel that 
allows parameters to change without 
a database refresh2

• More control over page size, records 
per page, and page orientation2

• Extensible Stylesheet language 
Transformations (XSlT)–based exports 
to support exporting to any format2

More data Access
Access data with:
• online analytical processing (olAP) 

data access 
• Web Services data driver
• Salesforce.com data driver
• datadirect drivers

once created in SAP Crystal Reports 
2011, reports can be integrated into 
your Java and .NET applications using 
the runtime engines supplied with the 
version for Eclipse and the version for 
visual Studio. Report developers will 
save time, and end users benefit from 
the improved interactivity and functionality.

Figure 3: Reduce Report Design Time with SAP Crystal Reports 2011

1. This functionality is included in the version for Eclipse.
2. This functionality is included in the version for visual Studio.
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SAP Crystal Server

Take advantage of extensive developer 
benefits for SAP Crystal Server software, 
an affordable business intelligence (bi) 
platform that enables information access 
and management of reports, dashboards, 
and exploration documents. File, user, 
and group management can be integrated 
into applications through comprehensive 
.NET and Java APis. 

.NET and Java APis
SAP Crystal Server offers a complete 
set of APis in both Java and .NET for cus-
tomizing these aspects of server 
operation:
• Storing, querying, and accessing 

objects stored in the server, like reports 
and dashboards

• logging on and logging off the server
• Managing users, groups, and security 

rights
• Scheduling reports
• Creating and subscribing to events
• Creating data-driven publications, 

and extending publications with your 
own custom processing

• Adding monitoring probes that help 
ensure the server is behaving as 
expected

• Searching for content on the server
• Retrieving auditing events
• Managing cryptographic keys
• importing and exporting content  

to and from offline files

For information on the APi functionality 
related to SAP Crystal Server software, 
please reference the SdK document 
library. There you will find “getting started” 
content and APi guides for all the APis 
for SAP Crystal solutions. Note that 
SAP Crystal Server software is based 
on the SAP businessobjects™ bi platform 
and as a result uses the related SdK 
and APi documentation. 

Web Service APis
With SAP Crystal Server, you can use 
Web services to perform the following 
tasks:
• Storing, querying, and accessing 

objects stored in the server like 
reports and dashboards

• logging on and logging off the server
• Scheduling reports

uRl interface
SAP Crystal Server also supports a uRl 
interface, so you can view documents 
and pass parameters into documents to 
control how they are viewed.

You never have to worry 
about ensuring the 
proper JdbC drivers 
are available at runtime. 
When a report is added 
to a project, the tool-
ing will ensure that the 
required runtime librar-
ies are present when 
the application is built.
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SAP Crystal Dashboard Design

SAP Crystal dashboard design soft-
ware enables the creation of business 
dashboards for real-time monitoring of 
summary information. data visualizations 
(including maps, charts, and gauges) 
present key performance indicators 
(KPis) within holistic dashboard views. 

What-if analysis functionality helps extend 
current data relationships for predictive 
study and forecasting. The resulting SWF 
files created with SAP Crystal dash-
board design can be called from appli-
cations using Flashvars. (See Figure 4.)

SAP Crystal dashboard design provides 
an Adobe Flex SdK designed for the 

creation of custom components. You 
can develop custom components to:
• Connect to a custom data source
• Create unique navigational elements 
• Create custom visualizations such as 

gauges, charts, and heat maps
• develop bidirectional integration with 

external business systems

SAP Crystal dashboard design includes 
an add-on manager component. once 
you’ve developed your custom compo-
nent, you can incorporate it into your SAP 
Crystal dashboard design software, so 
dashboard designers can benefit from 
the new functionality.

For More Information

To learn more about SAP Crystal solu-
tions software for developers, visit 
www.sap.com/sapcrystal. 

See also these developer links and 
resources:
• Community for SAP Crystal Reports, 

version for visual Studio .NET
• Community for SAP Crystal Reports, 

version for Eclipse
• licensing white paper 
• SdK document library 
• online support for SAP Crystal solutions

Figure 4: Embedded Dashboards as SWF Files in SAP® Crystal Reports®
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Summary 
SAP® Crystal solutions help developers with flexible data access, support for .NET and 
Java, consistent support for all major browsers, and affordable licensing. Java and .NET 
developers can enhance the value of their applications by delivering powerful, professional 
reporting, dashboard design, and server benefits to end users.

Business Challenges 
• deliver professional reporting in corporate and commercial applications with minimal 

development effort and licensing impact
• Reduce development time and costs with intuitive report and dashboard design and  

application integration tool sets
• Manage the cost of delivering end-user access to reporting applications anywhere
• Support all major Web browsers

Key Features
• Embedded interactive reports – Enrich your business applications with on-report  

parameters, sort buttons, and what-if scenario models within SWF files 
• Support for .NET and Java application development – Work in your preferred integrated 

development environment
• Affordable business intelligence – Manage reports, dashboards, and exploration documents 

using our comprehensive .NET and Java application programming interfaces (APis)
• Flexible licensing – deliver professional reporting for your business applications with  

royalty-free redistribution of the runtime server license for SAP Crystal Reports® software 
• Comprehensive support options – Access technical resources, portals, and developer 

forums via the SAP Web site

Business Benefits 
• Save design time with intuitive development tools 
• Deliver compelling reports with stunning visualizations, using embedded Adobe Flash 

objects and what-if scenario modeling 
• Empower end users to explore reports interactively for informed, effective decisions
• Leverage the SAP community to speed time to value through comprehensive support 

and open technology so you can use the development tools, data sources, and browsers 
you favor

For More Information 
To learn more about SAP Crystal solutions for developers, visit our Web site at  
www.sap.com/sapcrystal.

http://www.sap.com/sapcrystal
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